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Abstract: Germaine Guèvremont (1893 – 1968) was a Canadian writer and 

one of the prominent figures in Quebec literature. Guèvremont's novels are 

mostly acknowledged as the last dominant examples of romans du terroir, the 

traditionalist form of Quebec literature in the early 20th century. Anne Hébert 

(1916-2000) was a French Canadian author and poet. In the present paper, I 

will focus on the relationship between the collective identity (normative in a 

given society) and the perception of the Other in Guèvremont’s novel The 

Outlander (1950) and Anne Hébert’s novel Kamouraska (1973). More 

specifically, I will ask myself how does the representation of the other (that is 

to say, a person "different" in nationality, race, religion or sexuality) work in 

the Quebec novel. To what extent is the arrival of a "stranger" perceived by 

other heroes negatively, as a transgression, a threat to the norm or, on the 

contrary, positively, as an unexpected opportunity to escape social stereotypes. 
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In order to do achieve the work on identity and otherness, we must first define the 

concept of otherness. François Hartog, a French historian, who briefly treated it in his work 

The Mirror of Herodotus:  the representation of the otherin the writing of history (2009) 

underlines that otherness is a relational concept that is defined only in opposition to a term of 

the same kind, namely identity: 

To speak of the “other’’ is to postulate it as different, to postulate that there are 

two terms a and b and that a is not b [...]. But the difference only becomes 

interesting when a and b become part of a single system [...]. Once the 

difference is said or transcribed, it becomes significant because it is caught up 

in the systems of language and writing. (Hartog 212) 

Altogether, it is not a constant concept attached to an invariable value judgment, but a 

true ideological, social and discursive construction subject to profound modifications 

depending on the context. As an example, let us recall here the figure of the Native 

American, this other par excellence. Whereas in traditional Quebec literature (for example in 

the stories of Jacques Cartier or Samuel de Champlain), the most significant points of the 

otherness of the savage are nudity, nomadism, tattooing, polygamy and barbarism of rites 

perceived negatively as incompatible with the social, cultural and religious order of Western 

explorers; Ronsard or Rousseau, rather, value certain aspects of Native American life such as 
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simplicity, freedom and the proximity of nature, thus leading to a real idealization of the 

"good savage". 

Another problem is that the relationship "ais not b", "b is not a" is perfectly reversible. 

If in the travel writings it is the European white explorer who considers the Native American 

as "Other", nothing prevents us to imagine a novel in which it would be on the contrary the 

Indian who would speak and reverse the statutes. In the first person accounts, we can say, of 

course, that a priori it is the narrator who decides between "me" and "the other", but what to 

do in many cases where the narrator is extradiegetic? 

In the novel Kamouraska (1973) for example, Anne Hébert opposes the character of 

Aurélie Carón, a mixed-race servant with morals rather libertine to Elisabeth of Aulnières, a 

young white woman of good family. At one point, each of the two women looks at her rival 

as a real stranger. (For Aurélie it is Elisabeth who is "other" and vice versa.)  

The question of who represents the other at the level of the entire novel cannot be 

resolved at the binary level relationship between these two analogous units. To find the 

answer, it is necessary to take account of a broader context represented by what Eric 

Landowski, a French semiologist and sociologist calls the "Reference group". 

  It is the group that dictates the norm (social, cultural, political, religious) reigning in a 

given fictional universe. In the case of Kamouraska, it is the white society, traditionalist, 

Catholic and Franco-Canadian of the City of Sorel that is responsible for this power of 

legitimation and which establishes therefore all the social codes as well as a whole system of 

criteria allowing to assimilate or exclude characters judged differently. Only the reference to 

this well-defined group makes it possible to identify as the other, as stranger, Aurélie the 

mixed race and not Elisabeth the white. 

However, if the character of the other cannot be defined in itself, but only in relation 

to a larger unit of which it represents a gap, it still poses a terminological problem. Indeed, 

any difference is not necessarily other. 

We have seen so far that the other is a relational notion defined in opposition to 

another term that the difference is significant only in relation to a reference group and that to 

be able to speak of otherness, the difference must be part of an inventory of relevant traits 

chosen by that same reference group. 

However, another question arises immediately: how does the perception of Otherness 

change in the history of Quebec literature? 

I will confine myself here to a few global remarks: The category that includes the 

greatest number of texts and which is the most consistent in the imaginary Québécois is 

that of the Amerindian. Sometimes a friend, sometimes a traitor, the character of the 

native is ready to many representations that play both the seniority of its settlement on 

the North American continent and its minority status within the present society. 
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If the Native American is a constant figure, others change considerably over time. Scots 

and Irish, who were very often represented in the novels of the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth century, are much rarer today. It seems that, in the eyes of Quebec novelists, they 

lose their cultural specificity and find themselves more and more encompassed in the vague 

category of "the English" or "Anglophones". This type of evolution does not surprise 

specialists familiar with Quebec history. For example- Since the 1980s, for example, 

Americans (in the sense US) are very rarely seen as "other". Many works of literary criticism 

are currently trying to explain the causes of this change of attitude towards the United States, 

which makes Quebec novelists increasingly inclined to include Americans in the category of 

"We". 

The approach we are dealing with here is based more on linguistics study what is called 

"the enunciation of alterity". In other words, the links between the notion of the other and the 

narrator of the given text. Using this criterion, Simon Harel, a Quebec intellectual, writer and 

essayist in his book Le voleur de parcours : identité et cosmopolitisme dans la literature 

québécoise contemporaine, distinguishes two categories of narratives:  

(1). The one where the Other is put at a distance. That is to say where a narrative voice 

perceives it defines it and tells it from the outside. This is the case for the majority of 

novels published in Quebec before the 1960s. The End of Dreams (1950) by Robert 

Élieis is one of the finest examples of it. 

(2.) The one where the other is himself the stating subject. These are novels told by a 

character who feels himself different from the rest of society on which he often takes a 

critical look. This type of enunciation appears in a number of contemporary novels that 

depict different ethnic or religious minorities. For example: The sky of Bay City(2008) 

by Catherine Mavrikakis. 

Let us pause briefly at these two types of novels. In the first case (where we are dealing 

with an external representation of the character of the other), the relationship between the 

individual considered "different" and the reference group that surrounds him generally 

oscillates between fascination and fear. 

The outlander, a novel published in 1945 by Germaine Guèvremont, is a canonical 

example of this fundamental ambiguity. 

The plot of the book is easy to summarize: an unexpected stranger arrives in a Quebec 

village, he stays there for a few months and then he leaves again, as mysteriously as he once 

appeared. The villagers will never know his identity, his origin or the details of his past, a 

doubt will hang over his (rather androgynous) sexuality and we will not know why he arrived 

in the community. But a few will know of him, the more fantasies they will embroider around 

his personality. The occurring will function in the text as what Landowski, a French 

sociologist, semiologist in his work Présences de l'autre :essais de socio sémiotique II, calls a 

"missing term", namely: 
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the indispensable and inaccessible complement, that imaginary or real, whose 

evocation creates in us the feeling of an inactivity or the impulse of a desire 

because its present non-presence keeps us in suspense and as unfinished, in the 

waiting for ourselves.( Landowski 10) 

Didace, the father of the family, hopes that the stranger will replace his son, too sick 

to be a good farmer and not very fertile to ensure the continuation of the family by many 

children. Convinced that the survenant would succeed where his own offspring failed, Didace 

dreams to marry him with one of his daughters. In semiotic terms the process is clear: the 

father of the family wants to abolish the difference between "us" and the other by integrating 

it into the reference group (the family, the parish, the village). To do this he erases the 

differential features of the Survenant (he seems to forget that the young man is a stranger) or 

else he semantises them in a positive way (he insists on the energy, the vitality and the 

strength of the new-comer that he compares with the lack of endurance of his own children). 

In short, in the eyes of the father, Otherness rhymes with hope. The hope of breaking 

the vicious circle of misfortune in which the family had been shut up for a long time, of 

changing their fate, of escaping all the determinisms which hitherto stifled it. 

For the son and the daughter-in-law, the Otherness corresponds on the contrary to an 

inadmissible transgression, because the arrival of the foreigner in the family has gradually 

deprived them of their traditional rights. Amable and Alphonsine both feel threatened by the 

stronger bond uniting their father and the Survenant. Their hostile reaction undoubtedly 

results from this traditional fear of the foreigner who could seize the real or symbolic goods 

of the members of a community. In other words, if Amable and Alphonsine do everything to 

exclude the Surfer from the reference group, it is for fear of seeing themselves banished, 

replaced by this usurper. 

All the interest of the novel consists precisely in this oscillation between, on the one 

hand, the positive value of Otherness, this permanent generator of dreams, fantasies and 

hopes and, on the other hand, its negative value of threat to traditions as well as than the 

cohesion of the original reference group. Paradoxically, it is to the exact extent that the 

Survivor meets the requirements and fantasies of Didace (intended to protect and continue the 

community) that he cuts the father of his own children and thus questions the survival of this 

same community . The tension only ceases when the young man, faithful to his nature of 

adventurer, leaves the country definitively, leaving behind the disabled villagers. 

In the traditional novels (thus those which operate on the distancing of the other), it is 

the fascination-fear couple which governs the economy of the narrative. 

To conclude this short excursion in Quebec literature, I would like to point out that 

the other's face is not only the place of a difference, the transgression of a predetermined 

norm, but that it generally embodies a whole problem, a real drama.  
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To transgress the norm, to be other often means to free themselves from the 

homogenizing pressures of a society or of a group. Otherness can thus be valued, even if 

desired insofar as it embodies the possibility of another life, of another identity, of another 

adventure.  

But in doing so, we must not forget that the other is also the source of our deepest 

anxieties, those of not belonging anywhere, of pouring into dispossession, failure or 

marginality. 
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